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BREAKING NEWS

BUSINESS &TECHNOLOGY

FLOOD LEAVES 340,000 HOMEU:SS

MINIMUM WAGE IS ON THE RISE

A FLOOD' IN INDONESIA FORCED MORE THAN 340,000 TO FLE~
FR9M THEIR HOMES. SO FARAT LEAST 20 HAVE BEEN KILLED,
ACGORDING TO THE NEW VORIS TIMES ..

RECENTLY THERE WAS A RAISE IN THE FEDERAL MINIMUM
WAGE. FIND OUT HOW AND WHY THIS HAPPENEb IN BUSI·
f\1ESS & TECHNO!.OGY.
PAGES
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Confere.n·ce .UJ rges Students to End Viole·nce.
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Editor-in-Chief
\

•

•

The School of Business
became the venue for a discussion of something other
than the'typical topic. The violent streets were di$cussed as
the ladies of Alpha Chapter,
· Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. held J:he , inaugural Stop
the Violence conference on
Friday.
Moi:e than ioo , youth
from tl;lree middle schools,
Howard's Mathematics and
Science ~iddle ·School, ~ac
Farland Middle School and Dr.
Anna Howard Shaw Middle
School in Phila,delphia, attended the event. It aimed to end
the rising yiolence in the city
and in schools, and proposed
that yoqth live in L.0.V.E., or
Loud Opposition to Violence
Everywhere.
Ariel 'J;'riplett, president of
·Alpha Chapter, said the conference was "important for
kids in t,he D.C. metropolitan

..

area because they need ap out- an effective effort.
let to prevent violence among
"The strongest thing is to
themselves, and they need to get them :P not just go through
know how to find ways to func- the motions, but to think about
tion in a dangerous society'and what they are doing," said
protect thems!'!lves." ·
Kimberly Williams, a sophoTamafa Stevenson began more advertising major who
the conference speaking to stu- volunteered with the conferdents about viole'nce she had ence. ''The mental is stronger
experienced herself,;according than the physical."
to Triplett:
Everett Brownlee, JI'., a
In order to get students metropolitan police officer,
actively involved, they were spoke about ,real cases of vio, set up in groups and asked to Jenee.
come up with skits that.illus"The skits y'all did were
. trated violence and a construe- nice," he said when he •began
tive way to solve the confron- his speech. "But, unfortunatetation without violence. with ·. ly, in Washington, D.C., some
the help of volunteers, the of those skits won't work."
students came up , with· skits
He reminded the students
discouraging teasing,, bullying ofTaleshia Ford, a 17-year-.old
and gossiping.
girl who was killed at a local
"In my opinion, the skits club last month. He ~xplained
were. the best part of the pro- that she was part of one of the
gram," Triplett said. "The kids biggest female gangs in D.C.
acted out their own ideas and He then told the youth about a
were their own te.acliers in the io-year-old boy who is wanted
end."
for robbery.
Others agreed that the stu- .......... ..... ..... ...... .... ... ...... ....
dents involvement is the key to See VIOLENCE, Page 3

Campus Editor

Students shared personal accounts and stories
on Friday in a conference
titled T.E.S.T.I.M.0.N.Y.S.,
(Telling Each Story to Inspire
More of Our Nation's Youth
to Succeed), held by the
2005-2006 Miss Howard,
Shayna Rudd, who obtained
the idea through her platform,
"I wanted to do something, different than Miss
Howard had' eve!" done
, before," l,ludd said.
the event was originally
planned to be a conference
for youth from area high
schools, but according to
.. public relations chair of the
conference and senior public relations major Sefanit
Befekadu, the two schools
that were scheduled to come
pulled out at the last minute.
"[The schools] had previously confirmed 80 students
antl we found out after the
conference had started that
the busses to bring the students to Howard had· b.een
sent away," Befekadu said.
"The students went to a job
fair instead,,,.
. .. , Although.plans changed,
Rudd and other attendees
did.not let it change i:he outcome of the conference. . .
"Today ended up being
a testimony to peei;s, instead
of high school students and .
I ,think it has been a gift to
everyqne," 'Befekadu said.
"You.can
feel• the love."
v •
Those in attendance had
a chance to· partake in vari.ous conferences throughout
the day, discussing topics
such as "rising above circumstances," "taking off the
mask" and "wisdom - the key
to your future."
Dr. 'Gregory Carr, an
African-American Studies
professor at .Howard, spoke
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l'ho•o court"f o1 lltrtll Smith

b e e n Former Miss Howard Shayna Rudd shai'ed
trained to her "TESTIMONY$" with students on Friday, ·
'
hate
the . :\".\;
..- "• ........ ., ·
things that '.Will save your .
Those who heatd the
life," Carr.~aid: .
· testimonies said they got a
Tran;iaine Stevenson of lot ou~ of the messages.
Philadelphfa, a close friend
"Being at this conference
and mentor to Rudd, :dis- . and . beit],g around people
cussed the feni;tle persP,ec- who are willing to share their
tive of being wise and ~taking stories with me and hear
off the mask."
my story has been an amaz"For women, .to be an ing experience," said Jabari
individual [is unpopular], Smith, a broadcast journalcausing yqu to question your ism major and pageant runself-worth," Stevenson said. ning mate with Rudd.
In an activity where students
Befekadu agreed with
discussed popular songs that Smith sa.ying that, "[the conare out, she evaluated how fe.rence) has been one of the
women might not be really most enlightening experilistening to song lxncs.
ences just because as adults,
She said, ''There'.s infor- we don't give ourselves time
mation being given· to us ·· to be human."
daily that we may not even ·
Overall, Rudd was also
be aware of. We're not real- pleased with the outcome of
izing 'what ~e're allowing 't o her confet"ence, though it did
pollute our minds."
not go as expected. ·
At the end ,of the con"I feel empty, but not in
ference, Ruda presented stu- a bad way," she said. "I feel
dents with the opportunity.to like I had given everything
give their personal accounts ¢.at I could possibly give to
of their
lives in a forum titled this conference and it did not
..
"Naked."
go as expected."
"I believe that there is so
Rudd added that if there
much P<>wer in our stories. was anything she wanted
They help you to 'wake up' people to know after this conand look at the opportunities ference it would be, "somethat you have," Rudd said.
times in order to go out into
Lauren Jackson, a senior war, you have to be.equipped
graphic design major, told for the War and I feel like that
students to simply, "do you." conference was equipping us
Jackson added that, "If yon for. the war."
have that spirit to just do
She added; "People's
you, you will conquer all."
lives were still tou,ched."
~~
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"I think that it will because if there's a
bad report, I'm sure tllls will affect people's
jobs and ppsitions so they'll be on their P's
In an attempt to reach out to the s~dent and Q's if they know they'll be repercussions,"
bGd)l,-Sodexho made surveys available so sni- Robill6on·.said. . ·""' i
,. ,
dents coµld rate the company's perfol"mance
Freshman' psychology major Jamila Best
in different areas,
took the survey and said the questions were
While a. few students see this gesture as a flawed.
'
genuine measure by Sodexho to raise the bar,
"No, I do not think that the surveys help
others view the.surveys with skepticism. Some one bit. If one was to look at the questions that
believe the polling will not improve the service were asked on the survey, one would see that
•
at on-campus eateries, nor the food.
they are on a biased rating scale," Best said.
'.'Our main goal ~s always customer satShe added, "On top of that, one is only
isfaction. That's the main goal with any sur- allowed to comment if and only if they find
vey we do," said Mohammed Abdelilali, the the overall service of a particular criteria to be
director of operations for Sodexho at Howard truly distasteful."
University.
Abdelilah said the results of the survey
. Abdelilah said students are important to have not been reported yet. Jamie Mitchell,
the staff.
a representative at the Philadelphia wing of
I
He added that Sodexho looks to see what Synovate, the company that provides surveyfoods students are looking for and what stu- ing services for Sodexho, said the polls have dents want in general. He says there are so just re-opened for the spring sem~ster.
many different types of people on campus and
Instead of polling students on the food
that there are some differences among what service company's performance, Best
types of food are best.
gested another way to raise the .standards and .
K. Reesey Robinson s~id the polls will make changes in the right direction.
allow Howard's Sodexho rep~esentatives to
"What I do believe may help is a sit down
make improvements to the Cafe and terminate meeting between the head staff here that runs
unnecessary staff.
the cafeterias and possibly a student ran food
committee [assuming we
have one) to discuss the
qualms that the students
' have with the cafe, and
then work on changes from
there," Best said.
Despite
students'
complaints !l?d concerns,
last semester Mitchell
said Howard was not very
responsive to the surveys.
She added that unlike some
other clients of Sodexho,'
"Howard has not been
very strong particip~nt."
George Gee, a junior
finance major, has been
going to the Cafe regularly
since the fall of 2004, when
, he was a freshman. He said
that dining options and
overall morale of the staff
has improved over the last
1 year.
.
"That was . :p~ople's
main complaint ., ab·o ut
Howard as' a freshman, was
the Cafe. It was always just
the spot to go chill, but I
only.went 't!ien becapsf?: Pie
food·was.free," he saia "'
"But 1 kept
goi'Q.g as a .sophqipo.re and
q-usu111b.S.,,.1Qr~P.<111or · now a,s ~ junior 'Decause
Students filled out surveys informing managment of their over- overall the 'cafe'.s has •got- ,
all satisfaction with the Cate's appearance and food choices.
ten .better."·
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The Inaugural Stop the Violence conference Informed middle school students about ways
t() prevent violence by us ing e ntertaining and interactive methods to d rive the ideas home.
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BY MERCIA WllL~IMS.MURRAY '

to
stud e n t s
about wisdom, telling them
that lack
of wisdom
comes
frotn lack
of training
in society and
the community.
"y

'

Hil/IQp Slaff Writer ·

"lesti-mofil ies
BY SHANAE HARRIS
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CAMPUS
Architecture Teaches Students to Build 'Green'
FEBRUARY

BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG
Hilltop Staff Wntar

Any given day, the "green"
building can be seen on Capitol
Hill as a message to conserve
the earth's resources. It challenges other organizations to
build similar structures.
Owned by the Friends
Committee
on
National
Legislation, the "green" building on Capitol Hill has high
efficiency lighting and windows. Most of the materials
used to build it are recycled,
while geothermal heating and
cooling are used to regulate the
temperature. The building also
has a "green" roof. The plants
growing on the roof help slow
down the rain so it does not
quickly enter the gutter. The
"green" roof also helps cool off
the neighborhood by reducing
the heat island.
"'Green' buildings or high
performance buildings are one
way the country can reduce a
dependence on limited sources," said Ned Stowe, the senior
legislative secretary and lobbyist for the Friends Committee.
"It helps to clean up the
environment and prevent
future wars over oil. I think
there's no reason why every
building built today cannot be
high performance. We need

lli,-,a.n.-• Grttn..\\111iaimt- Con:tribu.tina Photoenphtr

Environmentally-friendly organizations, as well as t he School of Architecture and Design,
see the Importance of conserving the Earth's resources when constructing new buildings.
more architects that understand what that's about,~ he
said.
Architecture students arc
faced with the challenge to create buildings that are not only
structurally sound, l?ut also
environmentally friendly.
To achieve that, the architecture department mandates
that "the studio focuses curriculum activities including issues

of social and human behavior
and concern, response to fhe
physical environment, ethical
responsibility for ecologicall)
sustainable design and the cultural context in which architecture is developed," according
to the department of architecture Web site at Howard.
"To respond to the goal
of an environmental-friendly
structure, the architecture pro-

Man Up,
Sister Stars
Join Forces
Tonight

B ISHOP VASHTI
MURPHY MCKENZIE BREAKS TRADITION
BY SIMONE PRINGLE
Copy Editor

Contnbutmg Wnter

Sister Stars and Man Up
arc two discussion groups
originating in the School of
Man Up and Sister Stars give students an opporunlty to
Communications that meet
express themselves in a supporting environment.
on the first t.1onday of every
month. The groups meet in
different locations to discuss supposed to give people a junior broadcast journalism
various issues affecting stu- time to share what they feel major, said she is coming out
dents on a daily basis.
and what they think.
to the Man Up/Sister Stars
Tonight, the discussion
"My purpose is to allow a meeting because, "I think it's
groups will be combined for a forum where men will listen amazing that this is the first
special edition of the forum.
to women and women will time they are going to come
together."
The groups were estab- listen to men," he said.
lished to enhance commuThe past monthly meetFor many students,
nication and listening skills ings have caught the atten- tonight's e\'cnt is seen as a
amongst peers, faculty and tion of numerous students good cxp•ricnce and one that
staff within the Howard com- from various backgrounds.
must not be missed.
munity. Both are also a year
"I ha,·e attended two
Michael Cadenhead is a
and a half old. All of what sophomore film production Man Up meetings and when
takes place at the meetings is and said that he is intrigued I attended I see that having
confidential.
by the idea of a co-ed forum.
male influences to help me
The coordinator of Sister
"I am attending the out is necessary. I also want
Stars is Senior Academic Man Up/Sister Stars event to know the female point
Advisor in the School of because I think it will be a of view," sophomore public
Communications Bernadette very powerful event,., he said. relations major Drew Durand
\Villiams. Associate Dean ''This will be vef} interesting said.
David Woods is the advisor to see what would happen if
\>\'ilhams said that the
for Man Up. Both coordina- we combine the two forces mectmg will allow members
tors shared what combin- together and I hope that of both sexes to realize that
ing the two groups meant to nobody censors themselves." the> can rely on each other
them.
Zarce Walker, a junior for support.
"I
am
extremely, broadcast joi.:rnalism major,
''Bringing the two groups
extremely, excited about what said, "I have attended a cou- together will allow us to
is about lo happen," Williams ple of Sister Stars events and embrace one another and
said. "We have been working being active on the Student move further in understandfor several years and having Council I know how that has ing that we are in this thing
separate meetings with the contributed to the freshman together," she said.
sisters and brothers and have experience." She added, "I
The e' t>nt is scheduled
come to the conclusion that believe it is a great opportu- for t.londay, Feb. 5. at 6:30
we are all having the same nity that needs to continue p.m. in the biology building
issues."
for the rest of the year."
auditorium.
Woods said Monday is
Dominique v\Tilson, a

Talented Tenth Encourages
Community Involvement
Hilltop Staff Writer

With the start of a new
year and a new semester, the
Talented Tenth has a new initiative and big plans to go
along with it.
"Coming Down from The
Hilltop," is a multi-faceted
plan which includes community service, as well a~ community interaction. Taking

teach students the require- ognizes the need for energy
ments of acl1ieving an environ- conservation and restmrces
mental-friendJy, Leadership in through the building of strucEnergy Environmental Design tures. Many environmental
certified building. As a result, groups recognize the imporstudents are able to make tance of environmentally
these requirements applicable friendly structures.
to future design practices and
"If you look around at the
ultimately constructing 'green' various buildings being·)btt1lt
now, they're starting to plan
buildings."
Sophomore arcl1iteclure for future," said Ron Zucker,
major Jamil Wansley also ·the legislative director for
noticed the introduction of 20/20 Vision.
"The Friends Committee
the environmentally friendly
on National Legislation buildaspect in his courses.
wone
of
our
first ing was redesigned from top
classes freshman year is to bottom .,vith an eye on
called
Environment
and environmental impact," he
Architecture," he said. "It said, making referenct> to the
teaches us about hO\\ in the Committee's "green" building.
Zucker emphasizes the
past people have used materials more wisely than today. importance of conservation
[Tiiey] build it to last instead even in the workplace.
of for the moment"
''When we're not in homes
Wansley also sees environ- we're in workplaces. [We must]
mental structures as beneficial try to conserve as much as posin that they wlend themselves sib)e in as many places as posto more of a unique design sible."
with new technology."
Organizations like 20/20
He said, "The main benefit Vision and the Friends
is it'll be able to save natural Committee \vill continue to
resources and won't overuse promote
environmentally
them to ensure future genera- fricndJy structures.
Stowe
said,
"We're
tions will be able to use them
by conserving the ones we encouraging people to build
have."
these types of buildings and
The Friends Committee is hope there will be more in D.C.
not the only group that rec- soon."

CHAPEL RECAP:

BY KIERRA J ONES

BY MERCIA WILLIAMSMURRAY

gram here at Howard requires
that in the third year of the
program students must have
been introduced and successfully completed two full semesters of Environmental Systems
courses," junior architecture
major Nicole Howard said.
Howard added, "Because of
global warming issues, courses
like Environmental Systems
I and 11 are programmed to

5, 2007

responsibility for the community and making it a prioriI:'; are major components of
the Talented Tenth's vision.
Adam Perkins and Darryl
Perkins are co-founders of
the organization, which they
started almost three years
ago with the idea of bridging the gap between Howard
University and its surrounding areas.
Perkins explained W.E.B.
DuBois' Talented Tenth theo-

ry. He said DuBois believed
that educated Negroes had
a responsibility to the black
community to deal with pertinent issues.
To stait the y.:ar and the
ne'' initiative off dght, the
Talented Tenth have already
had a "Feed The Homeless"
event on Martin Luther King
Jr. Da) and just last week,
Bison on Ice at Pentagon
Row.
Of Dison on Ice, Perkins

Bishop Vashti Murphy
McKenzie preached before
a
crowded
Cram ton
Auditorium
audience
Sunday morning.
Murphy McKenzie is the
titular head of the African
Methodist
Episcopal
Church (A.M.E.), sening as
the president of the Council
of Bishops. She is also the
first woman bishop in the
A.M.E. Church and the
highest ranking woman in
the denomination.
Murphy
McKenzie
preached yesterday from
Isaiah 43:16-19.
·•1 am the Lord, who
opens a way through the
waters, making a path right
through the sea. I called
forth the mighty army of
Egypt with all its chariots
and horses. to lie beneath
the waves, dead, their lives
snuffed out like candlewicks. But forget all thatit is nothing compared to
what I'm going to do! For I
am going to do a brand new
thing. See, I have already
begun! Don't you see it? I
'viii make a road through
the wilderness of the world
for my people to go home,
and create rivers for them
in the desert!"
She spoke on the topic
of patterns and "awfuliz.mg. "
"Awfulizing means you
make a boulder out of a
pebble. You make a mountain range out of a molehill."
Murphy
McKenzie
noted that when people
awfulize, "physically, nothing is stopping you, but
mentally you are stopping
yourself."
She compared life's
troubles to avalanches and
landslides.
"How we respond to our
landslides is often determined by bow we think of
them, how we manage our

said, "We had a nice turn out.
We raised a couple hundred
dollars."
He said some kids from
one of the programs that the
Talented Tenth mentors with
came out and enjoyed them-

\lril~\\...,, ~

~&JI',.....
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Bishop Vashti Murphy McKenzie, presiding prelate
of the AME Church, spoke about Isaiah 43:16-19.
lives."
sea, but you can't expect
Murphy McKenzie also God to follow a pattern.
points out the difference You can't hold G<>d to a forbetween a problem definer mula."
Her sermon's theme
and a problem solver.
She said a problem dealt with making 2007 a
definer can tell every detail year of change and breakof the landslide, when it through.
''The three Hebre.,,
happened, why it happened
and why the rescue effort boys broke out of the fiery
failed.
furnace, Daniel broke out
"The problem solver of the lion's den and Jesus
looks at the problem and broke out of the tomb, and
says, 'I still have joy, after if God can do that for them,
all I've been through, I still he can do it for you."
have the same pebbles, they
Murphy
.McKenzie
arc just in a different place," added, WGod's going to
she said. ''The problem break up some stuff this
definer sees the avalanche year and next year you'll
as a threat, the problem be giving testimony of your
solver sees the avalanche as breakthrough..,
a challenge. The problem
She said to the students
solver begins to strategize in the audience that they
while the problem definer should think of this year as
begins to awfulize."
the year they are going lo
She focused on the fact break out of that hard class
that the people wanted God \\ith an A, the year they
to save them.
arc going to break out of
WGod doesn't follow a Howard \\ith a degree.
pattern. The people were
"God has the power to
expecting a prophet to make this your breakout
come save them, the next year. Let God do his thing,"
Moses who would part the she said.

selves.
The funds from Bison on
Ice go toward the new initiative-mentoring and helping
the homeless. He added that
the organization is trying to
become a non-profit so that

THE H ILLTOP
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it can receive money from the
government in order to broad
en their horizons.
Perkins explained the ne"
initiative as being a broad conSee TENTH, Page 3
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Community Involvement
Sbessed by Talented Tenth
TENTH, from Page 2

cept. He says that the
educated few of the African
Americans are not really fulfilling their responsibility to
the black community.
With this being "The
Mecca," he said it's a challenge for the Howard community to do right. Instead
of just being concerned with
getting a job, Perkins says
students should be concerned
with the community.
He mentions that in the
U.S. there are more than
9,000 black elected officials
right now, but unlike the era
that included leader Martin
Luther King Jr., there are few
current policies or politicians
helping blacks to survive and

progress in this country.
Perkins said, "It's like
yeah, you're a finance major.
You have a good job but what
are you doing for the community?"
He asked why is it that
"The Mecca" doesn't have a
community center for people
who live in the area, with
there being so many black
people in the District.
According to Perkins,
Howard University is more
concerned with, "i1npressing
.Morgan Stanley than taking
care of the community" and
that the university is more
concerned with, "what white
people think than with being
a black school."
He added that a p~rson
can not think he or she is set-

ting an example by doing well
for hi1n or herself if they are
not around the people who
need to see that example.
Perkins says when students
make it, they should not forget their places of origin.
Talented Tenth week will
be from Feb. i9 to Feb. 23
and include a forum between
Howard
University
and
Washington, D.C. residents.
Additionally, there will be a
health forum which includes
HIV testing and community
service. The Casanova Fly
party will close out the week.
Perkins and the Talented
Tenth are challenging the student body to think outside of
ti1e box and to understand the
role of being educated black
people and role models.

Be Apart ofHistory ...
r

2007 HOWARD UNIVER~TY HOMECOMING
Rekindle an Amazing Remarkable Experience

STEERING COMMITTEE STAFF
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Stop The Violence Aims
to Make Impact on Youth
VIOLENCE, from Page 1

Brownlee asked the participants what they could do
to end the violence. As the
discussion progressed, it was
decided that talking to the
neighborhood kids who skip
school and informing them
how school is a good thing
would be the best solution.
Brownlee told the students
that skipping school usually
leads to activities that could
lead to imprisonment.
"If somebody sits back
and tells you jail is cool, they
are out of their minds," he
said.
When a student raised his

hand and commented that ing the Howard students'
"people don't like police," positive interaction with the
the discussion turned to why kids."
the police force is son1etimes
Kemo Logan, the eighth
seen as the bad guy.
grade coordinator at Shaw
Patricia Roberts, a senior Middle School, said she
legal communications major, hoped her students could
asked if there were any pro- take what they learned at the
grams the students could par- conference back to school and
ticipate in to show them that incorporate it.
they can trust police officers.
"We currently have what
•·1 believe that the reason we call a 'peaceful posse' at
violence is so prevalent in our our school, where we pull
community is because people certain people out and they
are afraid to go to the police," try and fix varying conflicts
she said.
that students have within the
Lori Hayn1en, director of school," she said. "I think
external affairs at MS2, said ' what they learn here could
the conference was "not what add to that."
I expected, [but] I enjoy see-

APPLICATIONS i\ifAY BE DOJVXLOADED AT:
http://www.box.net/public/husrn10343

ALL APPLICATIONS ARE DUE TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITES ON

FEBRUARY 12, 2007 BY 5PM.
*All applications must be time stamped*

Sleep and Weight Study
Do you usually sleep less than 6hours anight?
Are you obese?

)

\ Are you between 18 and 50 years of age?
If you are interested in learning more about ~e effect
your sleep habits may have on your weight,
contact us. You may be eligible for anew and
exciting study being conducted at ~e
National Institutes of Health.

Who was
James P.Beckwourth?

• Approximately 7short visits within approximately 12 months.
• Medical and sleep evaluations at no cost.
• Compens~tion for participation.
• Visits taKe place at ~e National Institutes of Health Clinical Research
Center in Bethesda, MD.
• Metro service and validated parKing available.

James P.. Beckwourth Mountain Club

Please call 1·800·411·1222

700 East 24th Ave.• Denver, CO 80205'3188
Phone: 303-831-05&1
Website: beckwourlhmounlainciub.org
Email: jpoeducalio~esl.net

TTV: 1-866-411-1010
Refer to stu~ number 06-DK-0036
ht~://clinicaltrials.gov

Born in 1798, JimBeckwourth was an
African-American mounlain man, fur trapper, explorer,
fronliers111an1 army soout. War Chief or the Grow Indians,
trading pos' owner, discoverer of the Beckwourth Pass
in lhe Sierra Nevada Range, and all-around
'Legend of lhe Wes!.'

National Institute of
Diabetes &Digestive &
Kidney Diseases
THE HILLTOP
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Senate Legislation Raises Minimum ·Wage
BY IMANI JOSEY
Business & Technology Editor

The U.S. Senate recently
passed a bill f)etting new legal
standards for minimum wage.
The Senate voted 94-3 on the
bill, increasing in three steps
the minimum wage fr01n $5.15
to $1.25. The
also gives
$8 billion worth of tax cuts to
small businesses.
The passing of the
bill ended a heated debate
between law111akers. The
debate resulted in many proposed amend1nents to tl1e bill

Bill

by Republican leaders. The
legislation was finally passed
without any of the aforementioned amendments. As the
bill journeyed between the
House of Representatives and
the Senate, the eventual consensus on the bill marked the
ability of the Senate's and the
House's will to compromise.
Ohio Senator Sherrod
Brown brought up civil rights
leader Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr., according to a release
of the press conference, after
the vote was made official.
"Martin Luther King said

equality means dignity and
dignity demands a paycheck
that lasts throughout the
week," Brown said. "This is a
small down payment on social
justice."
Other senators were 111
agreement.
'This is a testament to
what we can accomplish when
we work together to move
critical legislation forward,"
Senate
Minority
Leader
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky
said. "V•le look forward to
working with the House of
Representatives to send a final
bill to the president that will
be a\' ;tory for both those who
earn the minimum wage and
tl1ose who pay it."
The bill's inclusion of tax
cuts are an attempt to compensate small businesses, which
many argue bear the heaviest
burden of the minimum wage
increase.
The House technically has
tlle right to set aside any tax
or budget bills that come fron1
the Senate.
Senate Republicans and
President Bush, however, have
said they would not support
a minimum wage bill without

tax breaks for small
businesses.
"Myparentsown
a small business, so
the tax cut helps,"
freshman undecided
major
Samantha
John said. "At leas\
there is something
that will help them
out too in tllis new
law. I see it from
[their] perspective
more than anybody
else's."
Other students
agree.
,
"You can't live
off of $5.15. You
can barely eat off
of $5.15. I'm glad
somebody
finally
noticed how horrible
the minin1um wage Some employees can expect larger c hecks during upcoming pay
limit was," sopho- periods , as The U.S. Senate raised minimum wage by more than $2.
n1ore public relations major Elaine
ised and passed by the newly increase ltte wages of another
Simms said. "I'm glad that it elected Democratic major- 8.3 million people who earn
was raised. Now people can ity in the House. A minimum just above the minimum.
actually have a chance at bet- wage increase would directly
Workers in 28 states and
ter living," she said.
affect 6.6 million workers cur- Washington, D.C., already
The last minimum wage rently earning the $5.15 wage, have a higher minimum wage.
increase took place in 1997· according to the Economic A number of tllose states have
That hike was instrumental Policy Institute.
automatic increases for inflain the first legislation promThe hike could also tion.

American Unemployment Rate
Falls by 20,000 as Jobs Increase
BY IMANI JOSEY
Business & Technology Editor

The number of U.S.
workers applying for jobless
benefits fell by 20,000 in the
beginning of the year.
As of the end of January,
the number had fallen to
307,000, in a much sharper
decline than elrpected that
underscored the strength of
the labor market, according
to government data.
The latest figures from
the Labor Departn1ent covered the final week January.
The figures also compared
with Wall Street forecasts
for unemployn1ent claims
of 315,000, versus 327,000
unemployment claims from
the previous week.
The Labor Department
says there were no special
factors impacting last week's
numbers. The lower-thanexpected numbers came a
day' before the government
would release its take on the
January employment rate.

The Federal Reserve will
be watching the employ1nent
rate in order to monitor wage
pressures that feed inflation.
Analysts polled by Reuters
expect the employment report
to show tllat 149,000 new
jobs were created last month
from 167,000 in December,
while the unemployment rate
\>viii remain unchanged at 4.5
percent.
"Hopefully tl1e Democrats
being in office can pull that
number down even more.
Maybe that number can reach
zero," junior psychology
major Megan Ribbles said.
"Everyone should have
some steady e1nplo)'lnent so
that they can provide for their
loved ones. Being without is a
horrible feeling," she said.
Last week's claims data
were gathered too late in the
month to be reflected in the
January employment report,
but they still signaled strength
in the labor market.
The four-week mov-

ing average is regarded as a
more representative gauge
of underlying employment
trends because it iroris out
weekly fluctuations in the
data.
The average dropped to
304, 750 claims. This was its
lowest reading since 301,500
in February 2006.
Howard University students were excited to see the
fall in numbers.
"It shows that we're making some positive moYes in
this country," said junior
nursing major Irever Julion.
"The economy should be getting better. There should be
more jobs available soon,"
she said.
The number of people
who remained on the benefits
rolls after drawing an initial
week of aid rose by 71,000
to 2.553 million in the week
ending Jan. 20, the latest
week for which these data
were available.

What Do Student
Consumers Think?
As the new year rolled in, the options
in music playing devices rolled right with
it. A market once dominated by the Apple
iPod had lo make room for the Microsoft
Zune. Microsoft launched the Zune music
player in Novem6er 2006. The Zune had
advanced many features, including some
completely alien to the iPod.
The Microsoft Corporation forecasts

"I just bought my Zune over Christmas break. I
love it. It lets me share music with people who also have
Zunes. That's cheaper for me than always buying the
songs. I wasn't going to buy one originally, bul a trip
lo Best Buy changed that. I'm very satisfied with my
purchase."
-lealah Livingston, freshman polilical science major

"I'm fed up with these players. Ihove on iPod but ii
broke a little while ago. I'm not tough on my electronics
so I know ii wasn't me. But now it's going to cost more to
fix it than ii would to replace it. I don't know much about
the Zune, but I trust that their device will probably leave
me in the some situation as my iPod."
-Charlene Rogers, sophomore English major

"I'm trading in my iPod for a Zune. My suitemate
hos one and I like ii more than my iPod. I like the way
it's designed with the nicer screen and presentation. It's
a bit bigger, but I never needed one of those little iPods
anyway. I have a tendency tolose things."
-Sabella Flagg, sophomore public relations major

"I have some family wilh a Zune. Igot to try it out a
little while ago. I liked the fact that ii had radio and thlll
you could put pictures on there and stuff. Besides thal,
I wasn't too impressed with ii. Well, I wasn't impressed
enough to go out and buy it."
- Domonic Forbes, sophomore undecided major

•

OerrU Sn'ith • Stnior Pholo •"'.ditcr

"I don'! even know what a Zune is. I have an iPod.
II plays my music and lets me buy from the Apple store. I
don't need any of the excess features. Ijust need to press
play and hear what I wont to hear. Sorry Microsoft."
-Adrienne Pickette, junior biology major

"I hate ii when these companies start feuding.
These little players they sell ore not worth ii. They always
update them so that you can never have the best features
of either. I want the days of the walkman again."
- Nicole Ross, sophomore Spanish major

"I don't have enough moneytothink about replac·
ing one withthe other. let me get a CD player fi rst."
- Henri Bell, freshman undecided major

Complied B y Imani Josey
Business & Technology Editor

Many Americans fill out job applications to no avail. The une mployme nt rate dropped by 20,000
in January with the creation of 149,000 jobs. The rate of une mployment remains at 4.5 percent.
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that Zune sales v.ill exceed one n1illion
units by the end of June. Though Microsoft
faces a major challenge in grabbing market share from Apple Inc. 's dominant iPod
digital music player, sales for the new
device have been consistent. So which
device do Howard students prefer to listen to? Some Howard students were asked
and responded according!).
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We believe community service
is a part of our job description.
Last June, we asked our US
staff of 29,000 to take a day
away from work and help their
neighbors. We called it 291</30.
'

Learn more about this project
and others.
'Jisic pwc.com/community
'
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iLady Bison Win Game, 3-17 Record SCOREBOARD
BY WINNIE CLARK-JENKINS
Hilltop Staff Wntar

The Lady Bison won
their match up against South
Carolinn Slate Saturday after10on. I loward blew out SC
!State \\ith a final score of 851so.
I Saturday's game marked
1
Howard's fifth consecutive
: home game. This was the secIond straight win for the Lady
: Hison and the third win for the
: Lady Bison this season. The
:I team is now 3-17 this season
:and 3-7 in the MEAC.
··1 knew that I had to come
il.to this game, step up and
1
1
play my role," said sophomore
:guard Lonice Kenley. "It is a lot
:different starting, then coming
:off the bench."
l Kenley had to step in and
ltake a leadership role for the
!team Saturday after junior
•
Christina Aden suffered an
injury last week, putting her
I
•
'on the bench. With her first
:c.~reer start. Kenley stepped it
:up b; pom ing in a career-high
j 17 points.
:
Shannon Carlisle had a
:game high of 18 points.
:
'';\1) defense was just
:sparking my offense during
hhe game," said Carlisle. "The
!more stops in front of me, the
:harder I pushed through."

I

'

In the first half, the Lady
Bison kept a steady lead over
South Carolina State. Howard's
lead got greater and greater as
the clock went further into the
first half. Six minutes into the
first half, Howard started off
with a huge lead with a score
of 21-6. At the end of the first
half, the score was 47-21 with
Howard in the lead.
Kenley ended the first half
with 12 points and Carlisle
ended the second half with 11
points.
.. We are a different team
now," said Cathy Parson, head
coach of the Lady Bison. "Their
attention to instruction is better and they are developing a
hunger to be successful. It is
showing in our energy at the
beginning of games and in
execution."
The Lady Bulldogs of
South Carolina State, who are
5-16 overall and 3-8 in the
MEAC, defeated Howard in
their last match up on Jan. 6 by
a final score of 75-60. The Lady
Bulldogs came into the game
with only nine players dressed
to play. Resulting from being
short-handed, South Carolina
State had 13 turnovers in the
first half and made only 18 percent of their shots.
The lady Bison commit-

'
ted 14 turnovers, a season
low, while they had 19
SCORES
assists on 26 field goals.
The ladies have been
Women's Basketball
able to maintain their
momentum from their
last win, despite the fact
S.C. State
50
that the team has been
Howard
85
plagued with a number of
injuries to some of their
Men's Basketball
key players.
Christina Aden, was
S.C. State
65
injured last week and had
Howard
58
surgery for her ruptured
Achilles tendon.
Melloni Benson,
TODAY'S GAMES
who has had a series of
minor injuries throughWomen's Basketball vs. North
out t~e season, also went
Carolina A& T
down due to a foot injury
during the second half of
@ Burr Gymnasium
Saturday's game.
6 p.m.
"Melloni going down
t.'.Jday was my biggest'
Men's Basketball vs. North
obstacle today," Parson
Carolina A& T
said. "It is hard to see a
@ Burr Gymnasium
player that has such dis8 p.m.
•
flit Photo
cipline and that takes
direction and coaching The Lady Bison won the game on Saturday against
so well take a fall. You're South Carolina State, making their record 3-17.
talking about losing two
key players from the
been an obstacle, Carlisle Smiley also hustled
The Lady Bison will play
starting lineup."
raised the Lady Bison's score throughout the game by conBenson is expected to re- with her three-point shooting, tributing 11 points and seven against North Carolina A&T,
join the Lady Bison this sea- making four three-pointers, as rebounds for the Lady Bison. looking for a third consecutive
son, but it is undetermined well as her hustle to the bas- Sophomore center Tamaya win at home tonight in Burr
exactly when.
ket.
Daniels also had a career-high Gymat6 p.m ..
Although injuries have
Senior fon,·ard Courtney 11 rebounds.

I
I
I

~

8ison Suffer Fourth Straight Loss to Bulldogs
"Sometimes, I think we put too much pressure on ourselves," said Howard head coach Gil
Jackson. "I think we were a little hesitant (on
.., Howard's shooting woes from behind the offense) and with every missed shot, we lost
:ihree-point line continued Saturday when the more and more confidence."
Howard struggled to find a rhythm from
:Bison went 3-17 from long-range on their way
:lo a 65-58 loss to South Carolina State at Burr three-point range as senior guards Will Gant
rGymnasium. For Howard, standing record 7- and Darek Mitchell, normally two of the Bison's
115 overall, 3-7 in the MEAC, the loss was the
most consistent outside shooters, shot a com•team's fourth in a row, and its seventh loss in bined 1-11 on three-point attempts.
l
•
•the last eight games.
·
Furthermore, Howard was thoroughly out\.Ieanwhile, South Carolina State, standing rebounded by the Bulldogs 39-25, including a
•cord 8-13 O\'erall, 6-5 in the MEAC, won for 13-8 advantage for South Carolina State on the
tt_tlst the Sl'cond time on the road this season.
offensive glass.
"They hammered us on
the glass tonight," Jackson
said. "They came up big on
a number of second chance
baskets. We have to know
that although we are smaller in stature, we are going
to fight tooth and nail inside
and we better get it done
before Raleigh," he added,
referring to the site of the
MEAC Tournament in
North Carolina this ~larch.
Howard traded baskets
with the Bulldogs through
the first eight minutes
of the opening half, with
points coming from senior
forward Stanley Greene's
three-pointer and three free
throws from freshman cenI
I
ter Nate Cooper. However.
t
I
Howard quick!} foll behind
I
~
moments later due lo a 13
I
I
2 South Carolina State run
l
midway through the first
I
half.
I
:"
h1nMl .Ah1t,11d. Staff Photoaniphcr
The Bison were able to
~aturday's loss to S.C. State was the fourth straight for the trim the Bulldogs' lead to
~ison, who play North Caronna at hor.ie tonight at 8 p.m.
nine as the teams entered
,,.
the halftime break, with a
r

""

..

.,
....

jump shot from sophomore guard Dominique
Davis bringing the score to 34-25 in favor of
South Carolina State.
At the beginning of the second half,
Howard's struggles on offense only increased
as the Bison only netted four points over tl1e
first nine minutes of the second half.
The Bulldogs extended their lead to a gamehigh of 18 points before the Bison mustered a
comeback attempt. Howard reduced the deficit to single digits with three minutes to play,
powered by field goals from Gant and senior
forward Darryl Hudson. who finished with a
gnme-high 19 points. The Bison would come
as close as fi\'e points in its comeback after a
three-pointer by freshman guard Julius Hearn,
but would get no closer down the stretch.
After the game, Hudson applauded his
teammates for fighting hard for the entire
game.
.. \\'e don't give up, that's one thing we don't
do. \\'e ah'<tys fight back, I guess that goes back
to knO\\ing how to close out games," Hudson
said.
South Carolina State got a huge boost from
<ophomore forward Chris l\iiller-Williams,
\\ho came off the bench to lead
. .
the Bulldogs in scoring with •
•
13 points. Miller-Williams also •
finished the game with seven
rebounds.
Looking forward, Jackson
admitted that he and his coaching staff ha\'e some decisions
•
to make as far as who will see •
•
more playing lime for the rest
of the season
"At this point, we have to
•
discuss \\hen we go with the •
young kids so they can get better •
•
for the fi1ture," Jackson said.
•
.Jackson also attributed his
•
team's poor shooting to a lack
of composure in high-pressure
situations.

.. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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!fHBCU Swimmers Have Friendly Competition
I

:sv ERICA ROBINSON
1 t-111/top

Staff Wntar
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The IIBCU championi">hips, lhc meet the swim
t'lea1n had been waiting for,
t:Uccurred Saturday, Feb. 3 at
1'2 1>.m. Swimmers from North
I Carolina A&T as well as FAMU
tjoined the Bison in competi: tion.
f This is the team's favorite
I meet since they get the chance
I to swim against people who
I look more like them.
"Historically, all the black
I learns cheer for one another,"
Ijunior captain Tyrone Dash
I said. For the tea1n, it was a
: r .. \, rding experience to swim
:i •ain~t p1:ople they can idenl l ~ with. "\Ve realize we have
to stick together as a minor1 ity and try to strive for excellence," Dash said.
I
Since the opponents were

!

I
I

also minorities, tl1ere was a team's hard work had paid
family-like atmosphere. "It off. "Everyone was so hype
was more cool and relaxed," about it. It was evident at tl1e
sophomore captain Nzingha end of the races. There was an
Murphy said.
overwhelming feeling of team
Before the swim meet spirit," Dash said.
began, there was a team meetWhether it was 1st, 2nd or
ing. "I was telling them we are 3rd place, the team won almost
the favorites of the swim meet every event. "We did exceland not to underestimate their lent. Everybody put a lot (ofJ
opponents," Dash said. His effort into the pool and it really
inspirational talk was led by a showed," Murphy said.
prayer by senior Uche Manu,
Dash said, "It's a humbling
then it was game time. "You experience. We gave it our all.
could feel the energy from the Just seeing everybody fighting
crowd and the team. It felt like to get those places was a very
a family there with all the sup- good feeling."
port," Dash said.
The competitors were
With large supiQrt from long-time filfnds and family.
the HO\\&tif~~. .~ll Mtt\.; "~~
a kit [of}
was able to be very successful our competitors. There \\US
in all their events. "It was a no hostility there," Dash said.
fun, inspirational meet," Dash Dash swam against his brother
said.
Jack, a freshman swimmer for
It was obvious that the FAMU. Murphy also saw her

ltrth

•«Ith

•

•

•
•
•

On February 5, 1974,
Bob Douglas, known
as the "Father of
Black
Professional
Basketball," became
the
first
African
American to be inducted into the Basketball
Hall of Fame.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

old friends in the pool. "We
•
were familiar with both teams •
•
•
and they were familiar with •
us," she said.
The
Northeastern •
•
Conference
Championship •
•
will be held at Prince George's • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••
Sports Learning Center from
Feb. 15 to i7.
"Scoring as a team, we
mjght not be a t the top because
a lot of the white schools have
a lot n1ore s""immers. But I
am confident individually our
members will make a strong
show," Dash said. The team
appreciates the support from
Howard students and hopes •
there will be even ID(lll90i
port at the champi0!14-.ll
Dash said, ~I think we are
going to do great. We have a
boost of confidence and we can
•llc Pltolo
place higher than last years."
The Sharks face stiff competition In the Northeastern

I
I
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"It's a situation where players are saying
to themselves, 'I gotta make it, I gotta make it.'
That's not going to work," Jackson said. ~What
will work is if all our guys went tonight and shot
200 baskets. You gotta put in the work to be
better. You can't cheat the game."
Sophomore forward Eugene Myatt returned
to the lineup after missing the last io games
with an ankle injury, although his status is
unclear for the rest of the season.
"It was really an eleventh hour call by our
trainer to let him (Myatt) go. But he may not
play again this season, he may have a stress
fracture in his ankle,~ Jackson said.
Despite the loss, Jackson and his team were
pleased with the atmosphere inside of Burr
Gymnasium. "I thought the crowd was great.
They were trying to stay with us the whole
game. Last year those cats would have been out
of there," Jackson said. ''They believed that we
were going to con1e back and win until the final
buzzer. Most of them believe we'll beat A&T. I
wish there was some way I could thank them."
The Bison will battle North Carolina A&T
tonight at 8 p.m. in Burr Gym.

Conference Championship February 15 through 17.
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Age Ain't Nothing But a Number in Dating Trends
BY JEANETTE HORDGE
Hilltop Staff Wnter

"Age ain't nolhing but a number," an• the infamous words of
the !ale singt•r Aaliyah and now
R&n group Prl'tty Rickv. These
artists sang about their relationships with older people and claim
that their age is merely a number
which doesn'l reflect their maturity and abilities.
Actors Ashton Kutcher, 27,
and Demi Moore, 42, tied the knot
last year despite the media's "robbing the cradle" jokes. So, is dating someone of another age really
worth the tr)?
Dr. l\Iichael Cunningham, a
psychologist in the department of
communications at the Uni\'ersity
of Louisville in Louisville, Ky., did
an unpublished study of 60 women
in their 20s, 30s and 40s, who
were shown pictures of men in the
aforementioned age ranges.
"The women, .. he said, "were
more inkrestcd in men their own
age or older.··
Many believe that girls mature
faster than boys, thus explaining
why women prefer lo dale older
men.
Racheal Anderson. 20, a
sophomore psycholog.) major said,
"Although I have never dated anvone my age and definitely not anyone younger, 1 think it is important for people to get to know each
other... She said, "It's not good or
bad lo date older or younger. You
just \\ant to make sure there is an

.-.r •••MDh.com.au
Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher were married In late 2005. The public was shocked by their relationship because of the 16 year age gap between the two. The couple Is still together and going strong.
Pbot.o n1'll'ltt)

e1notional connection."
Many student s begin exploring the world of relationships in
high school. At times, they 1nay
find themselves feeling deeply in
love as a relationship progresses,
until it all comes crumbling down.
Some relationships may come lo
an end after an argument, infidelil)· or personal changes. As a
result, many people re-evaluate
their past relationships in hopes
to impro\"e their next.

Fawn Stone, 19, a sophomore
advertising major said, "I realized
in order to be happy with someone
you need to be happy alone first."
\t one point, Stone was
in a relationship with an older
man. Being that she is usually
approached by older men, Stone
said, '"l usuall> date men between
24 and 30. I was once told by a
guy that you can't expect any college guy to commit, but you can
expect that from an older guy."

Many female college students
feel that their male colleagues are
incapable of being faithful and
loyal to one female.
However,
biology
major
Francisco Fonsea, 19, said, '"I have
been in two long term relationships and both of the girls were
younger then me. I learned how to
be a good boyfriend if I wanted to
be. As of now, I am not in a relationship, but if that changes I \\ill
be good,'" Fonsea said.

A 2003 AARP ]l..Iagazinc survey on sexuality among single
Americans ages 40 to 69 found
that 35 percent of women want to
date younger men and 34 pereent
are. Three percent of \\"omen dall•
men 15 or mon• years younger. 5
percent date nlen 10 to 14 years
younger and 11 percent date men
five to nine years younger.
Ironically, man) males believe
that dating older women results
in a more mature and worthwhile
relationship.
Nick Nelson. an i8-ycar-olJ
fres hman public relations major
said, "I like to date older bel·au~c
then girls pla) (fewer] games. It is
almost as if older girls ha,·e a better idea of what they want out of
life and in a man."
Nelson added that he specifically looks for mature qualities in
women. '"They are done growing.
therefore they ha'-'e more experience."
Tina B. Tessina. PhD, a
licensed family therapist in practice in Long Beach. Ca.. and author
of '"fhe Unofficial Guide to Dating
Again," said, u!vlen like the sophistication and life success of their
older mates ...
Age has a significant effect on
one's preference. Although many
people believe dating older or
younger does not n1atter. after analyling their successful and unsuccessful relationships, a pattern is
almost guaranteed to occur.
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Students Prove to be Die
Hard Daytime Drama Fans
BY COURTNEY BATTLE
Conlnbulmg Wn/er

Rapper Kanye West wlll star In his own reality TV show, planned to premiere on
HBO. As of now. the highly anticipated show is unnamed and still In development.

Kanye Takes On a New
Frontier: Reality TV
BY MONICA HARRIS
Hilltop Staff Wnll"

Fans know him as a rapper, a producer, a fashion guru and outspoken activist
for issues in the black community. The
next step in Kanye West's career path \,;11
be reality television star.
According to AllHipHip.com, Kanye
West and HBO executives arc set to begin
taping a reality show series that \\ill
'ollo\\ the hip-hop power player in his
d av-to-day life a-; a rappl.'r and producer.
T1 " hip-hop Web site also reports that
\.\ ~t is developmg the series with Larry
Ch;: "Jes, the executive producer of such
smail screen hits as "Mad About You,"
"Seinfeld" and '"Curb Your Enthusiasm,"
anoti r HBO original series.
s, 1homorc television production
major tfcvonne Bowman is optimistic
aboul lhe s how.
"Considering Kanye West's history,
I feel like he is the perfect candidate to
have a reality-based show. He is controversial. opinionated and self-assured, to
say the least. I think that HBO would be
a good outlet for him because they won't
censo.r him as much as another !letwork
would," Bowman said.
The Hollywood Reporter has released
a statement announcing that the executive producers for the sho'' will be record
producer and former Dl'f Jam label executive Rick Ruben, in addition to \Vest.
Ru~1·n is .1lso \Vc-,t's manager
\Vests two albums ha' 1• gone multiplatinum and he has received an immense
number of accolades for his star quality
and raw talent as a hip-hopper. With the
•

.

.

strength of a monumental fon base, the
show is almost guaranteed to be .1 hit.
Success almost inevitabl) brings
dilemmas, and for West this was controversy. When Hurricane Katrina rlevastated the South in 2005, \Vest was asked
Jlong \\ith l\like Myers to host an NBC
live concert and fund-raiser to benefit the
victi1ns of the tragedy. Enraged at hO\\ he
believed the federal government neglecting the needs of the victims, \Vest strayed
from the script that the teleprompter was
feeding him and spoke from the heart,
sa)ing, "George Bush doesn't care about
black people ...
This caused some to believe that West
was acting inappropriately and speaking far too impulsively for the nationally syndicated event. But of course he
was praised by many who embraced his
opinion on the issue and were happy that
son1eone of his caliber had the courage
to speak his mind to the world. However,
this problem may have an effect on hO\\
the show is received by the publk as a
whole.
"The public is going to respond to
the show how they always do, biased. As
soon as a person starts to say anything
quasi-radical they dismiss the person,"
Lebrese Black, a junior audio produrtion
and music major, said. "Or on th~ flip
side, they will apprrciate him speaking
out at the least, as I do. I hope he goes all
out and doesn't hold his tongue."
The shO\\ is untitled as of yet and
when HBO was contackd tor adchtion
al information, they did not pro1nptly
respond to several messages left by The
Hilltop.

Sta\• at home mothers are
not the only ones watching soap
operas anymore. Howard students are glued to the television
screen for daytime television.
"I've been watching 'Young
and the Restless' for about seven
years now," sophomore business
management major Sonia Jones
said.
Jones recalls getting hooked
to the dramas at a young age.
"My mom '"as always watching 'Young and the Restless,'
and when my sisters and I were
younger, we weren't allowed to
watch it because it could get a
little racy. But now we all watch
it and talk about it," she said.
Broadcast on television,
soap operas had their origins on
radio. "The Guiding Lighl" startl'd as a radio show in J anuary
i937. Eventually it transformed
into a television program and
now it is considered the longest
story ever told.
Now referred to as "soaps."
soap operas are open-ended
dramas in which the story lines
can go on for days.
"They are pretty predictable, because it takes a whole
week to actually get to the end
of a scene," sophomore business
management major Marta Bell
said.
Originally, soaps chronicled family and marital issues,
legal problems and romances.
However, as they became more
complex, they began to incorporate more action and adventure into the story lines. By the
1990s, younger characters and
issues such as drug addiction
and AIDS were more prevalent
in episodes.
Today, some of the most
popular soaps have been in
rotation for more than 30 years
including" As the World Turns,"
"General Hospital," "Days of Our
Lives," "One Life to Live," "All
My Children"' and '"The Young
and the Restless."
Some soap operas have even
crossed over into the supernatural and proven to be too much
for the seasoned soap viewer.
The cancellation of "Passions"

•

pleased some s tudents.
"If it would've continued, it
would have gotten out of hand,"
sophomore broadcast journalism major Tanara Haynes said.
"It was becoming a mockery of
soap operas near the end."
"Passions" had characters
such as a 300-year-old witch
named Tabitha whose companion was a little person named
Timmy.
Other students were outraged by the cancellation of
"Pass1ons.
.
"
·'Passions' was my favorite
show to watch," Heleena Moon,
a sophomore legal communications major, said. "I remember running home after school
faithfully to catch it at 2 p.m.
every day." Moon added, "It
really spiced up daytime television. You always knew that you
weren't going to gel your normal
stol) line on 'Passions."'
Regardless of unusual characteristics, soap opera viewers

are hooked by the excitement
the programs bring to da;time
television.
"~ly favorite part is the
drama invohing each character
and how they all intertwine with
each other," .Jones said.
Bell said. "Ifs like a natural
instinct to like to see drama hap·
,
pen or something unfolding."
Soaps also cover day-to-day
issues. "fhey take things that
happen in c\·crydn) life and
magnify things that ctunlh
do happen, but )OU Clon't hear
about, H l ' 'les said.
Jones added that soaps arc
easy to follow.
'"I\·e missed months of the
show and been able to catch up
with it mainly because I knO\\
the characters ...
Haynes said. "It has to be
the entertainment, the drama,
and the characters You get
caught up in it and you're aJl,,1) s
waiting to hear what's going to
happen next."

Pbolocour-t ''of"'""-"'""" n

With the cancellation of NBC's " Passions," many students
are left with a gap In their daytime television routines.
.
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:wild N' Out: Senior• Edition
"I'm gonna be old and in a
diaper, in a wheelchair, knocking people over. You know
normal old people stuff," one
Hilltopper <>aid in response
to the news of a 67-ycar-old
woman gi"ing birth to twins
recently.
The
aforementioned
woman, Carmela Bousada,
used all her life
savings to buy fertility drugs, ar ificial insemination,
donor eggs and
sperm, and lied to
American doctors
in order to get fertility treatment.
Bousada, who
had her last period 18 years
ago, admitted she "conned
American doctors" into thinking she was younger, according to an interview with News
of the World.
The disillusioned elder
has no remorse for her deception and sees no harm in what
she has done.
"My mum lived to be 101
and there's no reason why I
shouldn't do the same. She

was in a wheelchair and blind,
but I've always been healthy,"
Bousada said.
It is our belief that this act
is wrong and completely unfair
to her children. Bousada could
very well pass on before her
children reach their teens.
At 67, how will she be able
to chase around h\ins once

Our View:

After that incident, she
seemed more concerned with
the appearance of her breasts
than the nourishment of her
children.
And for the toll breast
feeding took on my bust, it
wasn't worth it. I had a decent
cleavage before, but now
they've gone all saw and
dropped completely."
Bou' 'lda
has
some issu. ·s, but we
also place a lot of the
blame on the clinic
that gave her fertility treatment in the
first place. It's against
the clinic's policy to
administer treatment
to any woman more than 55
years old, yet they did not
check any form of identification to verify her age.
It seems to us that a clinic performing techniques to
reverse the effects of nature
should do a more extensive
background check on patients.
Both Bousada and the
clinic were irresponsible. Now
the health and future of her
hvins is in jeopardy.
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meettny

Monday@

7 P. m.

THE HILLTOP
The Nation's Only Black Daily Collegiate Newspaper
Ayesha Rascoe
Editor-/11-Chief
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Jana Homes

Perspective: Letter to President Swygert
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People need to be less selfish
and 11iore responsible when
bringing new lives to the world.
they become toddlers?
The health issues are
something else entirely. Both
boys were born seven weeks
premature and under s\x
pounds. Bousada has already
had difficulty with breast feeding the h'ins.
''When I did get one of the
twins to latch on, it was very
painful," Bousada said. "In the
end, the mid,,ife said the bottle was better."
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Managing Editor

Christina M. Wright
Managing Editor

Joshua Thomas
Deputy Managing Editor

Dear P.resident Swygert,
I'm saddened to hear and
read of the continued fiasco that is taking place at the
School of Divinity.
As a Regional Alumni
Representative and School of
Di\inity Alumni, it's difficult
to believe that such a powerhouse and global institution as
Howard University is incapable of assembling an effective
search committee to submit
the name of one qualified candidate to be appointed dean of
such a notable institution as
the Howard University School
of Divinity.
Mr. Pre..,idcnt, please
explain to us in your own
words, not those of a surrogate
or delegate, why it is taking
almost five years to appoint a
dean? This makes no common
sense to any independently
thinking individual.
The presence of the School
of Divinity is important to U1e
history and global ecumenical representation of I Joward
University. l\lany of this country's greatest religious leaders either matriculated at or
served as faculty or leaders of
the school including Benjamin
Mays and Howard Thurman.

The continued neglect of my
alma mater is unacceptable!
If it were not for the School
of Divinity, there would be no
Howard University.
During your administration, we have witnessed nothing but neglect of the School
of Divinity. \Ve, the graduates
of the School of Divinity, experienced first hand neglect by
the larger Howard University
Community. There's nothing
that you or your administration
can say tJ me and others \9ho
matriculated from the school to
suggest any different.
The
aforementioned
neglect has included everything
from lack of or limited funds
for scholarships to deplorable
living conditions in Mays Hall.
I remember when I first
moved in the dorms at Mays'
Halls in January 2002 and
how I contemplated calling
the Health Department to shut
down the bltilding. Every creature known to man ·was living
in that building including rats.
I personally took my hard
earned money and purchased
shower curtains and other supplies to at least make our living
conditions somewhat acceptable.
I constantly pleaded \vith

the Provost's Offkc, Residence
Life and other departments lo
take interest in us.
If it were not for the tremendous leaching ability and
the love shown by many of the
faculty and staff, the School
of Divinity would be nn aftl'l'thought.
Out of respect for you as
leader of my alma mater, I
highly recommend that your
administration be diligent in its
efforts to continue to make the
Howard Universit} School of
Divinity the creme de la creme
of religious education.
Please note, no one is
indispensable; the School of
Dhinity may not be the onl)
institution conducting a search
for a leader who has resigned.
I'm open for positive constructive and progressive dialogue.

Respectfully,
Rev. E1'ic Mason
Chief of Stqff, Lane
Tabernacle
C.M.E.
Church;
Regional N Aluntni
Representative
and
Immediate
Past President of the
St. Louis, MO Club for
Howard University.

The Hilltop is Hiring!
We are currently .looking for staff
writers and section editors.
.
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Brittany Hutson
Ca1npus Editor

Denise Horn
Phillip Lucas
Jasmin Melvin
RaShawn Mitchner
Simone Pringle
Copy Editors

Shanae Harris
Campus Editor

Derell Smith
Senior Photo Editor

Danielle Kwateng
Life & Shjle Editor

Jessica Detiege
Samara Pearson
A.trice Williams
Tyrone Clemons
Photograph en;

Brittney Johnson
Life & Style Editor

Mo']ian Nevilles-Moore
ife & Style Editor

Tiffani Bell
Online Editor
Marcus Bird
Cartoonist

Amber English
Nation & World
Editor

Jeremy Williams
Layout Designer

Caryn Grant
Sports Editor
Elliott Jones
Spo1·ts Editor
Janelle Jolley
Metro Editor
ImaniJosey
Business & Technology
Editor
................................................

Laura Aderotoye
Business Manager
Ashley Marshall
Asst. Business Manager
James Murray
Advertising Manager
Lauren Pass
Office Manage1·
Morgan Brown
Cara Douglas
Office Assistants

The Hilltop encour.1ges ilc; re.1ders to ~ll'1rc their opinions \~ith the tle\\spaper through Letters to
'I11c Editor or Perspectives. All letters should indudc a complete nddrcss and telephone numb..·r an<l
should be sent electronically on our \Veb site at W\\ w.thchilltoponlinc.ro1n.
,
Any inquiries for advertisements or Hilltopics should be directed to The Hilltop Business office.
The Hilltop:
2251 Sherman Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20001
Editorial Office:
Busine98 Office:
(202) 806-4724

(202) 8o6-4749

Wlflv.thehilltoponline.com

hilltopbusine•@gmail.com

Now in its 83rd year, The Jlillto11 j., puhfo>hcd \toruJuy tl1roui-:ft I'll...,. by Howard rnin"l'ity
student.,, \\'ith a :readership of more tlum 7,000, 'lh1• llillto11 j., the lal'),"Cflt Mack collegiate newspaper
in the nation.
TI1c opinions c.xp~'<l 011 the Editorial & Per.,lk'(;lh 4...., page ure the~... ofntc Hilltop Editorial
Board nnd those of the au thoNi nnd do not nl-re...s:uil) l'Clll"l'SC.'tlt I Iown rd Unlvcr.dty 01· it!< admini'ltra-

tion.
The Hilltop resen'CS the right to l'<lil 11.'llt•"' for i.pncc and ~1'tlnm1~ crroni and any inapprop1iatc, libclou.<i or dcfamato1')' content. All lcttcrN mu~t be suhmith.'<I a week prior'° publication.
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Stacy A. Anderson
Copy Chief

Drew Costley
Campus Editor
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ILL TOPICS
HUSA
presents
Continuing
the Dream: A
Monumental
Occasion.
We are inviting everyone
to join us on
February 9,
2007 at 6pm
for our auction. All proceeds will go
toward the •
MLK Build
a .. Dream
Monument.
Auction will
be in the
Blackburn
Ballroom
and is cocl<tail style.
For further
info, stop by
HUSA office.

CLASS IFIEDS
The Hilltop prints
•
•

.

F EBRUARY

Hilltopics every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The first
20 words are $1 0 and
.25 for each additional
word.
ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR
AND SUBMITTED
SEVEN DAYS IN
ADVANCE. $3
LATE FEE FOR ALL
CLASSIFIED ADS NOT
SUBMITTED SEVEN
DAYS IN ADVANCE.
Payment acceptable
by cash or check.
Any questions please
contact The Hilltop
Business Office
(202) 806-4749
or by e-mail www.
hilltopbusiness@gmail.
com

NOTARY PUBLIC
COME TO
FOUNDERS/
UNDERGRADUATE
LIBRARY CIRCULATION DESKS
FOR YOUR
NOTARY
NEEDS.

UTORSNEEDED FOR FLOC'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
TUTORING
PROGRAM.
TRAINING
PROVIDED
ONE-ONONE, HIGHLY
STRUCTURED
READING
AND MATH
PROGRAM.
CONTACT US
TLPETROWSkl
@FLOC.ORG

CONTACT: MR.
LAWRENCE
WILSON,
MEMBERNNA.
PHONE: 301646-2442 (CELL)
HOURS: MONTHUR 3.15 PM12.15 AM.
SUN 1 :00 PM -9:30
PM.
COST: $2.00
PER SEAL. ALL
SERVICES ARE
FULLY BONDED
FOR YOUR PROTECTION

5, 2007

FOR RENT:
zHuGE
DETACHED
MANSIONS

w/

RMS FOR RENT
AS LOW AS $500/
MONTHLY
(UTIL./ AMENI ...
TIES INCL.) EACH
HOME,

4 LVLs, 8

BDRMS 1 + Z APTS

I

4 MORE RMS.
AVAIL. FEB.

WALK/Bus+
METRO TRAIN
ACCESS+ ON.-SITE
PARKING. CALL
zoz ...415 ... 5446.
CONTACT:
HANS, 202.-415 ...

5446

LEGAL AND
BVSINESS
CONSVLTANT
NEEDS OFFICE
ASSISTANT MOST
BE VERY, VERY
ORGANIZ..ED,
NEAT AND
PVNCTVAL.
$10 + BONVSES,
20 HR. WEEKLY
(202) 486-2714
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